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A Decentralized Network
Web3.0 – Decentralized Network: 

The Internet has gradually changed from its initial freedom/sharing to a monopoly tool 
of capitalists, industry giants, and governments, who achieve their own political goals by 
controlling network facilities that should belong to all people, controlling Internet enterprises, 
and controlling public opinion.

Capitalists control Internet companies, when the President of the United States' 
Twitter be blocked, the Internet has become dirty;

Interest groups control the network, when you pay for transactions on the internet, 
there are countless interest groups staring at what you do, and someone will control and 
arbitrarily seize your private property;

The government controls the network and needs you to use it through KYC, so they all 
know that your private account/personal network assets may be blocked at any time because they 
don't like you, and even the internet applications with the most users in the world will face 
shutdown/removal at any time, all of which they only need to issue a document;

Many Internet entrepreneurs have worked hard to study technology to serve users, but 
in some countries they still need to spend time and money to file various worthless approvals.

There is no way for us to change political issues, but we can create a new field and gain freedom for a period of time -
Nakamoto
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Create a decentralized 
network
It's a technological revolution 
that doesn't just depend on us

We need your participation
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Nakamoto

“There is no way for us to change 
political issues, but we can create 
a new field and gain freedom for a 

period of time.”
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The VirtualGameCoin
VirtualGameCoin hopes to achieve seamless connect

ion between users and global application developers throug
h decentralized Internet facilities + anonymous social pla
tforms and token VGC, so that developers can release their 
works to global users for free through the VGC ecosystem, 
without worrying about network facilities and funds being 
regulated and monopolized. While enjoying the facilities a
nd services of online applications, players can pay fees a
nd trade with developers through VGC. Decisions are made b
y all community actors, with the aim of building a secure 
and highly decentralized Internet community infrastructure 
that is all developer- and user-driven. Starting from the 
ecological application within the VGC community, VirtualGa
meCoin will gradually become a universal token for online 
transactions and payments in the Internet industry.
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VGC Ecology

VGC Blockchain mainnet
Basic mainnet facilities

VGCMainNet VCore
VGC Application
User sources
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VGCMainNET Top
Main Node

It is used for block packag
ing confirmation and data synch
ronization for miner network no
des.

Mobile Node
Each VGC client user will b

e a mobile node that will joint
ly maintain and record a dynami
c IP list, providing access wiz
ard services for all visitors i
nstead of DNS.

IPFS Node
Using IPFS interstellar fil

e storage technology, developer 
applications in the VGC ecosyst
em are distributed and stored i
n various hard disk mining node
s.For more nodes and Miner program, please refer to the <VGC Technical White Paper>
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VCore Application Ecology

VCore-Mobile user tools
Distribute VGC coins to users who pay attention to VGC and 

share the achievement of ecological development.

The VCore application is a client program that serves al
l VGC users, and users can experience the open services of V
GC through this application. According to the market and ind
ustry conditions, the Vcore application ecosystem will conti
nue to add new functions to serve users.

VPay-Digital currency payment tool on the mobile phone

A payment platform that uses blockchain digital currency to qui
ckly transfer transactions and payments. Integrated exchange functio
n, convenient for users to buy and sell VGC.

NFT Market - VGC NFT platform/game equipped with NFT
All users can create their own NFT to the VGC mainnet at low 

cost, and the game props/characters/equipment in the VGC ecosystem 
can exist in the form of NFTs in VGCMainNet

VSteam-VGC App Store
All games/apps within the VGC ecosystem are released via VSteam, 

with integrated VGC payments, and no auditing or supervision. At pre
sent, a number of games and applications based on the VGC blockchain 
have been launched.
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VCore Application ecology

VScan-VGC block explorer

VGCMainNet Block explorer.

The VCore application is a client program that serves 
all VGC users, and users can experience the open services 
of VGC through this application. According to the market a
nd industry conditions, the Vcore application ecosystem wi
ll continue to add new functions to serve users.

VGCMainNet-VGC blockchain mainnet

A new block is generated in 5 minutes, and all the 
blockchain data is permanently stored in the VGC 
blockchain node and miner node.

VGC Miner's tools-VGC miner program

The mobile terminal is integrated in VCore, and users 
can open it themselves to get miner rewards;

The IPFS terminal is used for PC and server installati
on, providing hard disks for storage for applications in t
he VGC ecosystem and obtaining miner rewards.
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VGC Community
Barrier freedom communication capabilities 

through the VGC main network
We will create a free/unregulated social 

platform for VGC users 

Nobody can limit it
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More eco-app features

VShop
Decentralized online 

marketplace

Users around the world 
can freely trade within 
VShop and pay through 

VPay

VChat
A secure and private 
chat tool built using 

blockchain technology，
No more worrying about 
being monitored by any 

organization or 
individual

More

All that users love may 
appear in the VGC 

ecosystem, such as free 
music/information.
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IPFS

Cooperate

Deploy VGC ecological application 
using IPFS technology.

Developers use virtualgamecoin to pay 
storage fees.

VGC
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Token name：VGC（VirturlGameCoin）

Total circulation：1,000,000,000枚

Chain：TRC20

TOKEN Contract address：【TRC20】TLQRG1vajqi3CiH27tHQNNjnK4
dAMb4s3v

VirtualGameCoin Tokens

VGC TRC20

VirtualGameCoin is currently a token running on the Tron TRC20 chain, 
which ensures the security and reliability of the token through the 
stable block technology of the Tron. When the VGC mainnet is mature 
enough, the VGC community will vote to decide whether to map VGC to 
VGCMainNet.

Allocation Rules :

20% of VGC is reserved by the Ecological Laboratory Fund for the construction of the VGC Ecolog
ical Laboratory and the ecological development of the VGC community.

30% is reserved for the Genesis wallet to reward IPFS miners and mobile phone miners with TD5Hzq
sPHyThWdppZr6gc19XdUweWZmexi

50% of VGC is distributed free of charge to global participants/users and community contributors 
through VCore's built-in algorithm.

Any organization or individual can participate, except for the ecological laboratory fund reserv

ed for future VGC ecological development, the R&D team and community founding members do not reserve 
VGC, can not dump VGC to the community. VGC can only be obtained by anyone, including founding membe
rs and R&D volunteers, by participating in the purchase/provision of application services.
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150,000
VGCers/Volunteers

11000+
VirtualGameCoin VGC(Trc20) Coin holders

(2022/04)

(2022/04)
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CREDITS: This presentation template was created by 
Slidesgo, and includes icons by Flaticon, and infographics 

& images by Freepik

Thanks!
Do you have any questions?

mrhack1001@protonmail.com.com
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https://slidesgo.com/?utm_source=Slidesgo_template&utm_medium=referral-link&utm_campaign=SG_Credits&utm_term=Freepik
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http://www.vgc.asia/
https://twitter.com/mrhack11588870

